INTEGRATED LANGUAGE SKILLS

1. Write 10 sentences using the comparative “......more ....... than ......“
Example: A five stars hotel is more expensive than a 4 stars hotel.

2. Write 10 sentences using the superlative “the most”
Example: Tijuana, in Baja California, is the most expensive city in our country, experts say.

3. Write a paragraph about a gift you recently received.

4. Write 10 sentences using “past progressive and the connector when”
Example: “I was writing a letter when my sister arrived.”

5. Write sentences using the following words/phrases:
   1. Cell phones
   2. Kayak
   3. Mosquitoes
   4. Sunburn
   5. Sunscreen
   6. Bug repellent
   7. Sunglasses
   8. Disposable camera
   9. Map of the park
   10. Bottle of water
   11. Potato chips
   12. Apple
   13. Postcards

6. Write a postcard to a friend about your vacations.
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SCIENCE

1. Understand the difference between natural and artificial magnets and permanent and temporary ones.

2. Understand how magnets are useful to humans.

3. Learn how electric motors use electromagnetism to run.

4. Know the definition of spinal cord, cerebrum, brain stem, language, communication, peripheral nerves, neuron, synapse.

5. Understand the function of the nervous system, the glandular system and how men and women are different.
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SPELLING

1. Understand the meaning of the following words and write sentences using them (one sentence per word):

Wildlife, uproar, home run, headache, top-secret, teammate, wheelchair, light bulb, well-known, throughout, lifeguard, barefoot, part-time, warehouse, overboard, post office, outspoken, up-to-date, awestruck, newscast, goodbye, all right, forever, twenty-two, somebody, motorcycle, over seas, quick-witted, stomachache, bulletin board, want ads, benefits, employment, experience, interview, training, schedule, wages.